ADDENDUM ONE (1)

RE: RFP #735-19-8220 Clark Student Center Recreation Room Flooring Replacement & Alternates

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Midwestern State University has selected the exact carpet and hard surface flooring materials and installation patterns as follows:

I. Carpet selection has been verified:

Flotex Modular Triad by Forbo. 5.3 mm thickness. 100cm x 25 cm planks. Primary color = Silver (#131006), with accent colors Red (#131001), Blue (#131002), Green (#131003), and Amber (#131004). Installation pattern to be brick/ashlar with 1/3 off-set and color accent titles used in rare/random manner throughout.

II. Hard surface flooring selection has been verified (base bid):

Marmoleum Modular Graphite (#t3048) by Forbo. 2.5 mm thickness. 50cm x 50 cm tiles. installed in ¼ turn format.

III. Addition of moisture mitigation system:

Contractor to install vapor or moisture barrier appropriate to space and project scope in order to protect new flooring and long-term integrity of installation.

Thank you,

Tracy Nichols
Purchasing/Contract Management
Midwestern State University